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o. Introduction.

The main purpose of this paper is to show a strang version of rectylinearization theorem

for subanalytic functions (Theorem 2.7). Dur original aim of introducing this theorem was

the proof of existence of Lipschitz stratification for subanalytic sets [PJ but it turned out

that it can be used also to study arc-analytic functions. Therefore, we have decided to state

it separately.

Dur approach to subanalytic geometry is based mostly on [HI], where the two major

techniques used are desingularization and the local flattening theorem. Ta make OUT con

siderations elementary one may use instead Hironaka's desingularization various theorems

of Bierstone and Milman [B.MI]. Also the local flattening theorem can be replased by a

weaker result (Corollary 1.2), where instead of flatness we required only equidimension

ality of the morphism. We present a short proof of this result in Section 1. In Seetion 2

we state and give a proof of our rectylinearization theorem which we use in Seetion 3 to

study the properties of arc-analytic fUßctions.
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1. Local blowings-up.

Let X ---+ M be a morphism of complex analytic spaces. We asumme for simplicity that

M is nonsingular. Let sn : WO' ---+ lvI be a composition of local blowings-up with smooth

and nowhere dense centers. By a local blowing-up we mean here a composition of an open

imbeding and a blowing-up (see [Hl] or [B-Ml] for the exact definitions).Let EO' C: l-VO'

denote the union of corresponding exceptional divisors of sn. By the strict transfonn

(Xo:, 10:) of f by So: we mean the smallest analytic subspace Xo: of the fibre product

x X M WO' which contains X X Al (lV0' \ EO') and the map 10: : X 0: ---+ 1V0' induced by the

projection. Let us denote the other projection XO' ---+ X by So:' In [Hl] Hironaka showed

the Iocal flattening theorem which we state as folIows.

Theorem 1.1. Let f : X ---+ M be a m01pl1ism of complex analytic spaces and assume

that M is nonsingular. Let L and 1( be compact subsets of X and ],,1 respectiveiy.

Then, there exists a finite number of analytic m01phisms

such that:

(1) eacb So: is the composition ofa finite sequenee ofioeal biowings-up with smooth

nowhere dense centers;

(2) for eadl a there is a compaet subset 1(0: of Wo: and

0:

(3) the strict transforms 10: : X 0: ---+ 1110' are f1at at evezy p oint x E X 0' corre-

sponcling to L (i.e. at every x E S~l (L)).
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REMARK. Ta have the centers nonsingular we need some kind of desinguiarization

theorem. Since the statement already invoives iocal biowings-up it is cnoug1] to use

Theorem 4.4 of [B-MIJ (see the end of the proof of Corollary 1.2).

Hironaka used his flattening theorem to study the properties of subanalytic sets. For this

purpose it is enough to have a weaker result with equidimensionality instead of flatness.

We present a short proof of this resull. The idea of proof is similar to that in [B] (one can

also use the approach of [D-D]).

Corollary 1.2. Let f : X J.......? ].,{, L, ]( be as in Tl] eorem 1.1. Then, there exists a

finite nillTlber of maps

So: : Wo: ~ lvI,

satisfying (1) and (2) of Theoreln 1.1 and

(3') the strict transforms /0: : Xo: ~ lVo satisfy at every point x E Xo: correspond-

ing to L the following equidimensionality property

dim(f;l (fo:(x )), x) = dirn(Xo:, x) - dirn]";f .

Proof.

Topological preparation.

We start with simple topological preparation which allows us to proceed with induction.

Assume that we have constructed a family tp : Vß ~. M, ](ß C Vp, satisfying the

conditions (1) and (2) of the statement. Let fp : Xp ~ Vß denote the corresponding strict

transfonns. Fix, for each ß, a relatively compact subset Uß of Vß which contains ](ß.

Note that the set Lß C X ß of points of fi 1( Uß) corresponding to L is compacl..
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Assume that we have found for each (/p, Lp, [(p) a family sPo: : lVpo: --+ VPo:, [(po: C

vVPo:, satisfying the statement of Corollary 1.2. Then, it is easy to see that the family of

all tp 0 s po: I...;~ (U~), [(po: n sp~ ([(p) satisfies the statement.

In particular, in the proof we may proceed locally on M. This means that it is enough

to show the corollary for a small neighbourhood Ux of each point x E [(, a compact

subneighbourhood K x of Ux and Lx = Ln /-1 ([(x).

Induction

Let n = di rnM, The proof is by induction on

s = maxxEL {dim(/-l(/(x )), x) + n - dirn(X, x)} .

Since, by topological preparation, our problem is local on M, we may assume that Ai

is an open neighbourhood U of the origin in e n . Fix Xo E L n /-1 (0) and assume that

X is of pure dimension m in a neighbourhood of xo. By localizing )( about Xo we may

assume that / is induced by a projection

Xo = 0 E X

1
U

Let r = dim(/-l (0),0).

If r = m - n there is nothing to prove. Since always r 2: m - n, we may assume that

s = r + n - m > O.

Let r < k. Then, there exists a linear projection p : e k --+ ersuch that (/, p) I(X, 0) :

(X, 0) --+ (U x er, 0) is finite. So its image Z is an rn-dimensional analytic subset

of a neighbourhood of the origin in U x er. Since s = r + n - m > 0, we have

(Z, 0) =f:. (U x er, 0), and therefore there exists a nonzero function F E (9(U X er, 0) which

vanishes identically on (Z, 0). Let us write it in a neighbourhood of the origin as

F(y,t) = Lßß(y)tß, where (y,t)EUXe r
.

p
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Let 0 : U' -+ U be the blowing-up of the ideal I generated by alt D..ß (so by the finite

numher of them). Consider the following diagram

Z .-l------·Z Xv U' CU' X er

1
U f-(-------

1
U'

Let ZI denote the strict transfonn of Z by o. At each point Yo E U' the ideal (0* I)yo

is invertible (Le. principal and generated by some D..po 0 0-). Let us denote by y' the

coordinates near Yo. Then, near Yo

F(O"(y'» = L D..ß(O"(y'»tP = fj.Po( O"(y'». F' (y' 1 t) ,
ß

where

F'(y', t) = L fj.ß(y')t P and fj.ß = (fj.ß 0 O")/(fj.ßo 00").
ß

It is easy to see that Z' C F,-1(O) and pi does not vanishes identically on any fiber of

the projection U I x er -+ U I •

From the above follows that if we consider the analogous construction for f, then for

the strict transforms f', X' of f, X by 0" and every point x' E X' corresponding to Xo we

get

(1.1) dim(f,-l (f'(x'», x') + n - dim(X' , x') < s.

Observe that if r = k, then we simply apply the above construction without choosing

the projection p (so Z = X) to obtain (1.1). By the construction, (1.1) holds also for all

x' E X' corresponding to a neighbourhood of Xo in L.

If X is not of pure dimension, then it is near L the union of finitely many pure dimen-

sional analytic spaces Xi. In this case we apply the above arguments to each Xi -+ lvI

separately, let us say by blowing up the ideal Ii. If we blow up the product nIi, then each
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(0'* Id becomes invertible and consequently we get (1.1) for all the points corresponding

to a neighbourhood of Xo in L. Since Ln /-1 (0) is compact we may cover it by a finite

number of open subsets Vi, such that we get (1.1) for the points of corresponding of Vi

by blowing-up the ideal Ji. Then, by the same argument as above, the blowing-up of the

ideal I1 Ji gives (1.1) for the points corresponding to a neighbOurhood of L n /-1 (0) in

L.

The only thing which lacks above is the smoothness of the centers. In fact we do

not need the blowing~up of a given ideal I but the compositions of loeal blowings-up

with smooth centers 0' such that 0'* I is locally invertible. This can be achieved by using

Desingularization II of Hironaka [H5] or Theorem 4.4 of [B-Ml] together with Lemma

4.7 (ibid.). This ends the proof.

D

Real case.

Let / : X ---+ M be a morphism of real analytic spaces and assurne again that lvI is

nonsingular. Let L,K be compact subsets of X and M respectively. Apply Corollary 1.2

to a complexification j : X ---+ !VI of J. It follows from the proof of Corollary 1.2 that

in this case the local blowings-up in the statement ean be ehoosen as complexifications of

local real blowings-up.

In fact, for x E L the ideal I C Gy, where y = J( x), which we have to blow up ean be

choosen real (i.e. generated by complexifications of real analytic functions). Therefore we

get a blowing-up ä : U' ---+ U whieh is a complexification of areal analytic blowing-up

0' : U' ---+ U. Let j' : je ---+ ur be the strict transform of j by ä. Then the set of

points of X' corresponding to L is contained in the real part of X' (i.e. invariant under

autoconjugation of Xr
). This is eertainly the case for the points outside J'-1 (E) (where E
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is the exceptional divisor of a), and therefore, since X' \ JI-I(E) = X' (set theoretically),

holds everywhere.

Thus, from the proof of Corallary 1.2 we can derive its real version (which can be also

obtained from 4.17 of [H1]).

Corollary 1.3. Let j : X --+- M be a complexification 01 a mOlphism 01 real analytic

spaces f : X --+- M and assume that M is nonsingular. Let L, ]( be compact

subsets 01 X and M respectively. Then, one can moose So : Wo --+- A1 satisfying the

statement 01 Corollary 1.2 as complexifications 01 the composi tions 01nni te sequences

01 real-analytic IDeal blowings-up with smooth nowhere dense centers So : Wo -t 111.

We can moose also ]{0 as su bsets 01 WO'.

2. Rectylinearization of subanalytic functians.

In this seetion we shall prove aversion of Rectylinearization Theorem for subanalytic

functions (Theorem 2.7).

DEFINITION 2.1. Let U be an open subset 01 Rn. lVe call a lunction / : U --+- R

suba.nalytic il the closure 01 its graph r f in Rn X pI (where pI = RU {<X>} is the

real projective line) is subanalytic.

One may also define subanalytic functions as those whose graph is subanalytic only in

Rn x R (see for example [D-L-S]). In this way one gets a broader dass of functions

for which our rectylinearization (Theorem 2.7) does not hold Note that a function f is

subanalytic in our sense if and only if / and /-1 is subanalytic in the weaker one (see also
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[KI] the classes SUB(M) and SUBB(M». Note that both c1asses coincide for J locally

bounded on Rn.

The surn and the product of subanalytic functions is again a subanalytic function ([KID

(on the interseetion of the dornains) and the same is true for the quotient on the set where

the denominator is not zero. Each subanalytic function f : U ---+ R is analytic on an open

dense subanalytic subset of U. This shows that the nation of the partial derivatives of J

rnakes sense (on the obvious domain) and it is again a subanalytic function [KI].

Let us, throughout this section, denote the standard projections Rn X pI ---+ Rn, Rn x

pI ---+ pI by trI and trz respectively.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let M be an analytic manifold (over K = R or C) and let J be

an analytic ftmction on M. We say that J is local1y normal crossin~s if each point

of M admits a coordinate neigbbourhood U, with coordinates x = (Xl, Xz, . .. ,xn ),

such tbat

(2.1) J() °1 °2 On ( )X = Xl X z ... X n 9 X ,

where X EU, O'i E N and 9 is analytic and nowhere vanishes in U.

We say tbat f is normal crossings if (2.1) can be achieve in one coordinate system

Note that the function which is identically equal to zero is not nonnal crossings. By

this convention, if TI Ji is (locally) normal crossings, then each of fi is (Iocally) nonnal

crossings.

By [B-MI] and [HI] one rnay describe the continuous subanalytic functions as folIows.

Proposition 2.3. Let U be an open subset of Rn and let f : U ---+ R be a continuous

subanalytic function. Then there exist areal analytic n-dimensional manifold N and
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a proper surjective real analytic mapping t/J : N ~ U such that f 0 rj; is locally normal

crossings (on these components of N where it does not vanish identically).

We sketch very briefly the proof of Proposition 2.3.

By the resolution of singularities there exist areal analytic manifold ]1.1 and a proper

real analytic map 'lj; : M ~ Rn X pI whose image is just r f (Theorem 0.1 of [B-MI] or

Proposition 8.1 of [HI]). The function f 0 7rI o'lj; is analytic on 'lj;-l (U) and now we may

apply to it the rectylinearization theorem for analytic functions (Desingularization II [H2]

or Theorem 4.4 of [B-MI]). This gives the result.

DEFINmON 2.4. A subset X oE Rn is a (c1osed) quadrant jf there js a partition of

{l, 2, ... ,n} into disjoint subsets Io, 1_ and I+, such that

X = {x ERn j Xi = 0 if i E 10 , x i ~ 0 iE i E I _ and x i ~ 0 iE i E I+} .

DEFINITION 2.5. We cal] a Eamilly oE real analytic m01phisms

locaJ1y finite iffor each compact I( eRn, s;;I(I() = 0 for all but finite llumber oE 0'.

The rectylinearization of subanalytic sets may be obtain by maps of special form, namely

the compositions of local blowings-up (see Theorem 7.1 of [H1]). For closed subanalytic

subsets of Rn it can be expressed as follows.

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a closed subanalytic su bset of Rn. Then there exis t a locally

finite collection of real analytic morpllisms
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such that each of them is the composition of a finite sequence of local blowings-up

with smooth centers and:

(1) each Va is isomorphie to Rn and there are compact su bsets ](0' of Va such

tbat UO' sa(]{a) is a neighbourhood of X in Rn ;

(2) for each 0', 8;1 (X) is a union of quadrants in Rn.

We will show Theorem 2.6 during the proof of Theorem 2.7 (see Remark 2.9). 1t

is interesting to ask whether the rectylinearization of subanalytie functions (Proposition

2.3) may be also obtained by local blowings-up. The following simple example shows

that generaIly this is not possible. The function f(x) = jxI 1
/

r
, rEN is a weIl defined

subanalytic (even semialgebraic) function on R but any blowing-up can not change R.

Note that the obvious substitution x = ±y2r makes f analytic and nonnal crossings.

In [B-M2] Bierstone and Milman have develloped a method which shows that the

compositions of local blowings-up and substitution of powers give rectylinearization of any

continuous subanalytic funetion. We shall prove below that in fact in this compositions it

is enough to substitute powers ooly at the last step after all loeal blowings-up. This result

we shall use in the next section to give a oew proof of Theorem 1.4 of [B-M2] and in [P]

to construct a Lipschitz stratification of subanalytic sets.

Theorem 2.7. (Rectylinearization of subanalytie functions)

Let U be an open subset of Rn and let f : U -+ R be a eontinuous subanalytic

funetion. Then there exist a locally finite eollection W of real analytic morphisms

such that:

(1) each WO' is isomorphie to Rn and there are eompact subsets ](0' of lVo such
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that Uo' 4>n(!(0') is a neighbourhood of U;

(2) for each Q' there exist ri E N, i = 1, ... 1 n, such that

where 00' is the composition offinite sequence of Iocal blowings-up with smooth

centers and

(2.2) for some ci = -1 or 1 ;

(3) for each Q'

and f 0 4>a extends from 4>~1 (U) on WO' to one of tbe following functions:

(a) the function identica1ly equal to zero;

(b) anormal crossings ;

(c) the inverse of anormal crossings (trus can happen only if 4>0'(0) E U \ U);

(4) iE <Po' = 00' o,pO' E 'lJ and 4>0'(0) EU, then 4>0' (WO') C U and for each 'IjJ Iike in

(2.2) (i.e. with a11 possible Ci, hut nxed ri) the composition On 0 'IjJ E 'lJ.

Proof. Let f : U --+ R be as above and let us assurne for simplicity that U is relatively

compact. By the resolution of singularities (or Theorem 0.1 of [BoOMl]) thefe exist areal

analytic manifold N and a proper real analytic map 4> : N --+ Rn X pl whose image is

just r f.

We apply Corollary 1.3 to 7rl 0 <p : N -+ Rn, L = N and !( a compact neighbourhood

of U, and let So : Wn --+ Rn, 1(0 C Wo be the maps and compact sets satisfying

the statement of this corollary. Take one of them S = Sn : 1V = IV0' --+ Rn. Let

(7rl 0 4>)' : N' -+ W be a strict transfonn of a complexification of (7rl 0 4» which is, by

assumption, a finite map.
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Consider N' = N XRn (W \ E) C N', where E denote the union of the exceptional

divisors. Let (?Tl 0 4»' : N' ~ W, s' : N' ~ N be the map induced by tse standard

projections.

Then, the image r' of N' in W x pI by the map ((?Tl 0 r/;)',?T2 04> 0 s') is contained in

a proper analytic subset of W x pI (since (?Tl 0 r/;)' is finite) whose projection on W is

finite. Moreover, in our case, r' is just the cIosure of the graph of

9 = fos: S-l(U) ~ R,

so the fibres of the projection r' ~ 1V aver s-l (U) are just single points ( at aIl points

of 1V they are finite).

Take any Xo E 1(0:' Choosing coordinates near Xo we may assurne that it is the origin

in Rn. By the above 9 satisfies near an equation of the type

(2.3)
k I

( k + " k-i) ( -I + " - j -I) 09 L.tai-g . 9 L.taj"g -,
i=l j=l

where all ai, o'j are analytic in a neighbourhood of the origin and o'j(O) = 0 for all j. By

Topological preparation (Section 1), it is enough to show the statement for 9 restricted to

a small neighbourhooud of xo.

We consider two different cases: the first when Xo E S-l (U), so 9 is weIl defined and

continuous in a neighbourhood of xo, and the second Xo E S-l (U \ U).

Then (2.3) has a fonn
k

gk + L ai'g
k
-

i =0,
i=l

and we may assume that the discriminant .6.(x) of

(2.4)
k

F(t,x) = t k +L ai(x)-t k
-

i , t E R
i=l
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is not identically equal to zero.

Now we apply Theorem 4.4 of [B-Ml] to make, after using again local blowings-up with

smooth centers, ~ and the first not identically equal to zero ai (i.e. either ao or al) normal

crossings. Note that the discriminant of a complexification of F is a complexification of

~ and consequently is also nonnal crossings (in a neighbourhood of the origin).

For fJ = (fJl, ... ,fJn ) E R+ we denote U6 = {x E C n
: Ixd < fJd. The following

observation is due to Sussman §5 of [8].

Lemma 2.8. Let G(t, x) = tl: + L:~=l ai ·t k- i be a complex analytic function defined

in C x Uo and assume tbat tbe discriminant ~(x) of G 1S normal crossings. Tben,

there exist positive integers ri such tbat for any ci = 1 or -1

(2.5)
l:

G(t,cIy~t,C2Y?,.. · ,cny~n)= II(t-bi(Y))
i=l

1n C X Uol, wbere S' = (fJi Irt , ... ,fJ~/rn) and bi are complex analytic fUllctiollS

(depending maybe on Ci).

Moreover, all tbe differences of bi are normal crossings and if the first not identica1Iy

equal to zero ai is normal crossings, tben so are aJI not identica1Iy equal to zero bi.

REMARK. We need to consider various Ci since we are interested in the real domain

possible Ci = 1 or -1) cover t}le neigbbourhood of tbe origin in Rn.

Proof. By assumption, the projection of the zero set Z of G on Uo is finite. Fix

z = 1, ... ,n and take a point X
O E Hi = {Xi = Ü,Xj =1= 0 for j =1= i}. Then, by the

Puiseux Lemma (with parameter) and the assumption on the discriminant we may find ri
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such that the substitution
r'

Xi = ciYi',

X j = Yj if j :I i 1

for all possible Ci, gives (2.5) near X
o. Such r i does not depend on the choice of X 0 E H i

(in the sense that if it is good at one point it is so at the others). Take such ri (for each

i) and fix also all ci. Then, bi satisfying (2.5) are weIl defined as a (not ordered) set of

analytic functions in the complement of a subset of (complex) codimension 2. Since such

a subset has to be simply connected, bi are in fact weIl defined bounded complex analytic

functions outside this set By the Hartogs Theorem we may extend bi on the whole U6'

of the origin which proves the first part of the lemma.

Since the discriminant of G(t, Cl y~l, C2Y;~ 1 ••• ,cny~n) is nonnal crossings so are the

sequently, if aO is nonnal crossings so are the differences of bio If ao =0, then so is exactly

which is by assumption nonnal crossings. This end the proof of the lemma.

o

Apply the lemma to a complexification of F. Then there exist positive integers ri such

that in a neighbourhood of the origin

k 1 (k-kd/2

F(t, cIy~l,C2Y;\ ... ,cny~n) = TI (t - bi(y)) TI (t - Cj(y))(t - Cj(Y)) ,
i=l j=l

where bi are real analytic functions and Cj are complex-valued real analytic functions. Fix

C = Cj = d + i'e, where d = Re(c), e = Im(c). Theo

(t - c)(t - c) = (t - d)2 + e2 ,

and since ß is nonnal crossings so is e = 2\ (c - c). Thus we have got the real-analytic

version of Lemma 2.8.
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Lemma 2.9. Let F( t, x) = t k + L:~=l ai .t k
-

i be areal analytic function (t E R, x

from a neighbourbood of the origin in Rn) and assume that the discriminant ~(x) of

F is normal crossings. Then, tbere exist positive integers Ti such that for any ci = 1

or -1 and in same neigbbourhood of the origin

k 1 (k-kd/2

F(t,c1y~1,C2Y;~,... ,cny~n) = rr(t-bi(Y))' rr ((t-dj (y))2+ e](y)),
i=l j=l

where bi, d i , and ei are real analytic functions (depending maybe on ci).

More0 ver, all the differences of bi and all ei are normal crossings and if the first

not identically equal to zero ai is normal crossings so are a11 not identically equal to

zero bio

We continue the proof of Theorem 2.7. Take Ti satisfying the statement of Lemma 2.9

for F given by (2.4) and fix all Ci. The function

is continuous, real-valued, subanalytic and satisfies the equation

k 1 (k-kd/2

rr(h-ba). rr ((h-d j )2+ e;)=O.
i=l j=l

Since all ej are nonnal erossings (( h- dj ) 2 +eJ) can vanish on1y on the union of coordinate

hyperplanes 'H = {Y1 ·Y2· . .. 'Yn = O}. Therefore, since h is continuous,

k 1

rr (h - bi) =0 .
i=l

This does not necessarily mean that h equa1s one of bi , hut this happens on 11.+ =

{Vi ~ 0 i = 1,2, ... ,n} since on 11.+ \ 11. all bi are distinet. Therefore, if we substitute

. - 2 . _ 1 2 (h . f (2r1 2r2 2r n )' h . .YI - Zi , 1. - , , ••• , n t e Images 0 Z -+ cl Zl ,C2Z2 , ... , cnZn Wlt vanous CI

cover the neighbourhood of the origin in Rn) we get
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for each z from a neighbourhood of the origin in Rn and some bio This ends the proof of

Case 1.

REMARK 2.10. Thoerem 2.6 follows from Case 1 applied to f(x) = dist(x, X).

Case 2. (xo E 1(0: n 8-1 (U \ U)

By Theorem 2.6 we may assume that S-l(U) is a union od quadrants. As in Case

1 we make the first not identically equal to zero ai and Cij and the discriminants of

F(t,x) = t k + L:~=1 ai(x).tk
-

i and F(t,x) = t- I + L:~'=1 G.j(x).t j
-

I nonnal crossings.

We may also do it simultaneously for Xl' X 2 ..... X n so .9 -1 ( U) remains to be a union of

quadrants. By Lemma 2.9 applied to Fand P, the function h we get satisfies an equation

of the type

k 1 lt

ll(h - bi)' ll(h-1
- bj) == O.

i=1 j=l

The rest of the proof is the same as in Case 1. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.7.

o
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3. Arc-analytic functions.

Let M be areal analytic manifold and let dimM = n. We call a function f : M -+ R

arc-analytic if f 0, is analytic for every analytic are , : J -+ M (where J = (0,1) eR).

This notion was introduced by Kurdyka in relation with arc-symetric semi-algebraic sets

[K2] (he considered only functions with semi-algebraic graphs), but in fact appeared before

in the works of Kuo on blow-analytic equivalence [Ku]. He considered the maps f : ..\. -+

Y of real analytic spaces, which he called blow-analytic i.e. which become analytic after

composition with modifications X' -+ X. He also gave a nontrivial example f : R 2 -+ R,

defined by f(x, y) = x2Y/(X2 + y2), /(0,0) = O. It is obvious that the blow-analytic

functions are are-analytie and it is interesting to ask whether the converse is true (maybe

with additional assumptions). This question was first posed by Kurdyka. Namely, he

asked whether an arc-analYtic function with a semi-algebraic graph is blow-analytic. The

affirmative answer was given in [B-M1] Theorem 1.1 by Bierstone and Milman, where

they also gave a characterization (Theorem 4.4 of [B-M2]) of arc-analytic functions with

subanalytic graph as "weakly" blow-analytic Le. such functions which become analytic

after compositions with Iocal blowings-up. Here we present a proof of this result based

on our rectylinearization of subanalytie functions (Theorem 2.7).

Theorem 3.1. A function f : 1\1 -+ R is arc-analytic and has a subanalytic grapll if

and only if there is a loca1iy finite family oE anaiytic morphisms {7rj : 1\lj -+ A1} and

compacts Kj C Mj such that:

(1) U7rj(J(j) = M;

(2) Eacb 7rj is a composite offiniteiy many iDeal blowings-up with smooth centers;

(3) Eacb / 0 'Frj is analytic .

17



Pr00f. The "if' is obvious. Sinee the problem is loeal we may assume that M = U c

Rn is a small neighbourhood of the origin. By simple argument (see Lemma 6.8 of [B.M2])

eaeh are-analytic function with subanalytic graph is eontinuous. Let \I1 = {<Po = Cf 0 0 VJo}

be a family satisfying the statement of Theorem 2.7 for (f, U). Fix Cf = (J 0 and the

eorresponding rj E N. Then h = f 0 ()" is arc~analytic and for each t/J like in (2.2) ho 1./J is

nonnal crossings (in particular analytic). We shall show that it follows that h is analytic.

Fix 'ljJ (and so the c/s) for a moment. Let

Therefore, on 1i{~d = {x E Rn;ci'Xi 2: 0 for i = 1,2, ... ,n}

n

hex) = L aß TI(ci.xdßi/n .
i=l

Suppose that for same ßD one of coordinates ß~ is not divisible by ri and apo =I O.

Theo, for generic C= (Cl, ... , Ci, ... ,cn ), such that Cj' Cj 2: 0 for each j =I i,

,(i) = h(ct, ... , Ci-I, t, Ci+l, ... ,Cn )

has the Puiseaux expansion with nonzern coeffieient at tß?Ir;. This contradicts the as-

sumption that h is arc-analytic. Therefore, h is analytic on the quadrant 1i{~d = {x E

R n j Ci 'Xi 2:: O} (i.e. extends to an analytie function on a neighbourhood of 1i{~;}).

Denote by {hk} the family of the obtained analytic functions (one for eaeh quadrant

H{ ~i }). We claim that they give one analytic function. If not, then would exist two points

ql , q2 ERn such that in a neighbourhood of ql we have h == h k1 , h(ql) =I=- hk"(ql) and in

a neighbourhood of q2 we have h =hk2 and h( q2) f:. hk1 (Q2)' But we may join q] and q2

18



by an analytic arc (simply a line) and since h is arc-analytic we get a contradiction. This

ends the proof of the theorem.

D

REMARK. Tbe assumption on subanalycity of the graph is essential. One may con

struct an arc-analytic funetion whose graph is not subanalytie [B-M-PJ, [K3} or even

an arc-analytie funetion whicb is not eontinuous [B-M-PJ.

We eall a fUßetion f : M -+- R weakly arc-analytic if for each analytie I : [0, 1] -+- lvI

the composition f 0 / is analytic in a neighbourhod of O. By the same argument as in

Lemma 6.8 of [B-M2], a weakly arc-analytic funetion with a subanalytie graph has to be

eontinuous. Therefore by the proof of Theorem 3.1 we get:

Proposition 3.2. A funetion f : Af -+- R is weakly arc-analytie and has a subanalytic

graph if and only if there is a locally finite family of analytie morpllisms {Irj : lvIj -+

M} and compaets ](j C Mj such that:

(2) Eacb Irj is a composite offinitely many loeal blowings-up with smooth centers;

(3) Each Mj is isomorphie to Rn and f 0 Irj is continuous on Rn and analytic and

normal crossing on eacb quadrant.
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